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Quantum phase transitions



… take home…

• Tomorrrow…



…. On the papers ….

….tomorrow.



Outline of lecture

1) Idea of a QPT

2) Quantum Transverse Ising model

3) Phase diagrams

4) Scaling hypothesis: classical vs. quantum

5) Classical-quantum mapping

6) Quantum annealing

7) Kibble-Zurek mechanism



Quantum Ising



Paramagnet



Ferromagnet



Partititon function



Quantum model to classical mapping



Summary



Ising again



Ising II



Ising chain



Use a transformation….



… diagonalize… exact spectrum.



Chain: QPT



Quantum annealing

Idea: take a classical Hamiltonian 
(energy function). Instead of doing 
things at finite T and lowering it 
(Simulated Annealing)… Glauber 
dynamics with a decreasing T.

Do the quantum version with 
decreasing quantum effects.

Tunneling through barriers.



Kibble-Zurek

Approach a 2nd order phase transition at a (fixed) finite rate. Eg. The 
Ising transition.

At some point, the correlation time / relaxation timescale becomes so 
large, that the system no longer relaxes (“adiabatically”) or is able to 
follow the change.

Consequence: topological defects are created. The density depends on 
the correlation scale (length) and dimension (“coherent volumes”).

Lots of applications…

Physics depends on the rate of approach (velocity).



Kibble-Zurek II
PNAS 2015



Quantum take-home
The classic reference for this stuff is by Subir Sachdeev (Quantum Phase Transitions) but we utilize here 
two sets of lecture notes that exploit it. The first set is from Warwick

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/mpags/modules/theory/cqpt/lectures9-10.pdf

And if you want another viewpoint, with partly more detail, check lectures 5 and 6 from Dresden 
(Lukas Jansssen), https://tu-dresden.de/mn/physik/itp/tfp/studium/lehre/ss18/qpt_ss18

For the applications, we have quantum annealing and the Kibble-Zurek mechanism. The take home is 
now like this: check those notes so that you recall the main points of QPT. Then pick either a topic on 
quantum annealing (including the D-Wave simulator), in other words

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-49172-3

... or if you want to have more insight on the Kibble-Zurek, you should take

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1070-1

And your task is like the previous time "2+8" sentences on the selection and main points.

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/mpags/modules/theory/cqpt/lectures9-10.pdf
https://tu-dresden.de/mn/physik/itp/tfp/studium/lehre/ss18/qpt_ss18
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-49172-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1070-1

